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Summary:
Before answers ... dreams. There was a dream, then there was Rosa Parks... then there was John
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Article Body:
When the Tennessee Mountain Man was a young man, there were dream girls.
But, there were also dreamers.

Girls like Liz Taylo

Dreamers like John Kennedy who had a dream that challenged and

Then there were the dream makers... dream makers like school teachers who challenged you to be
The poet Langston Hughes:
"Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.

Hold fast to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field
Frozen with snow."

Where are the Dr Kildare’s that dare challenge one to a noble service bigger than themselves r
Where is America’s future? Where are all the dream inspiring TV shows and actual road trips l
Where have all the dreamers gone?

Where have the dream makers gone?

Why are those who starte

Oh, community pride, community love, community care, 4-H Clubs, Boy Scouts, FFA, school plays

Does your pastor inspire the young people, or is he or she just there to count heads and colle
Why is hanging in the hood so popular today?

Why are gangs and gang bangers so prevalent?

Wh

We had to dream before we acted, before we accomplished. Before we had the answers there were

We dreamed... we dreamed of being... we dreamed of becoming... we dreamed of serving... we dre

In the theater of our minds we slipped the surly bonds of earth and dared ponder the possibili
What happened?

Where have all the dreamers gone?

Are today’s sick, addicted, anorexic pop st
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